Presentation:

A very political advertisement exposing just how bad your opponent’s way of capturing carbon dioxide is, to be given in parliament.

You will have various “members” present your party’s case about why that field should be planted up with plants that photosynthesise just like you.

Remember:

There are two opposition parties, YOU HAVE TO ATTACK BOTH!!!

- You need to explain to all possible voters, your system of photosynthesis and how it works.
- Be ENTERTAINING- you are NOT giving a lecture or reciting facts.
- Do not use political party names that are already in use.
- No offensive names
- Do not attack anybody personally.
- Make up a brainstorm first and then design your series of posters. Decide on a leader and who will present what sections.
- People not speaking are to quieten down when the speaker yells out ORDER!!
- You cannot talk directly to the opposition. Say “Mr/Ms Speaker,” and then you can say whatever you have to.
- You can challenge the other parties to explain things (you can set them hard questions!)

If you need some help to find information or have a question, ask your PASS leader.

Be prepared to field questions from the opposition. (You can throw questions at them too).
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